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ABSTRACT

An arrangement for retaining a heart valve in a pas
sageway of a cardiovascular system, and a heart valve
useable therewith. The retaining arrangement includes
an annular arrangement surrounding the circular heart
valve and engaging it so as to be radially expandable
and contractable relative thereto while securely hold

ing the heart valve in place. The annular arrangement
may include a single overlapping loop or a plurality of
arcuate segments, all of which could slidingly engage a
circumferentially extending flange on the outside of
the heart valve. The heart valve includes a plurality of
circular elements interfitting in a single plane to close
the valve and extending axially relative to each other
to open the valve and hence permit fluid flow through
the passageway.

16 Claims, 12 Drawing Figures
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HEART VALVETHEREFOR
AND RETAINING MEANS
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates to a prosthetic device, and in
particular it relates to a valve structure useable as a
heart valve; and this invention also relates to a retaining
means for adjustably securing a heart valve in a pas
sageway of a cardiovascular system.
Many forms of heart valves are currently known and
used. For example, one such device is shown in the Lee
U.S. Pat. No. 3,378,029, which shows a heart valve
having a plurality of nested circular elements. How

2

annular arrangement. The cloth should have a degree

of elasticity so that it could stretch and relax circumfer

entially as the segments moved radially outwardly and
inwardly respectively.
In another embodiment, the annular arrangement
may take the form of a single loop which overlaps itself
and is thus capable of increasing and decreasing the ex
tent of overlap so as to expand and contract radially
relative to the heart valve.
O With the above described heart valve retaining
means, it is now possible to secure the heart valve in
place during the operative procedure, after which the
overall dimensions of the heart valve (i.e., the heart

valve and its retaining means) will shrink in size con
ever, in view of the extremely specialized and highly 15 currently
as the heart shrinks in size following surgery.
delicate nature of the use to which a heart valve is put, This has the
advantage of minimizing pressure on the
there is a continuing need for new and improved valve conduction system
on the heart and thus reducing the
structures therefor.
possibility
of
subsequent
arrhythmias. In addition, this
Heart valves generally include a substantially fixed will minimize the possibility
of the sutures tearing out
outer support part to which a suitable fabric such as a 20 by the gradual shrinkage of the
which might be
Dacron or Teflon fabric is attached, this fabric serving the case if the overall heart valveheart,
structure were com
as the means for connecting the heart valve to the walls
fixed relative to the dynamic, shrinking heart.
of the passageway. However, while these support parts pletely
Further,
normal action of the heart includes expan
have generally been fixed elements, the systems in sion andthe
contraction
and by allowing motion of the
which they are used are dynamic parts, i.e., passages in 25 valve during this normal
cardiac cycle, the possibility
the heart which expand and contract each time that the is reduced of the sutures tearing
out until such time as
heartbeats. Also, the heart shrinks in size following re the valve is anchored to the passage
walls by the in
parative surgery. This conflict between the dynamic na growth of fibrous tissues.
ture of the cardiovascular system and the static nature
While the heart valve retaining means is usable with
of the conventional heart valve support means creates 30 essentially
any type of heart valve, the present inven
problems, the solutions to which the present invention tion also provides
a new and improved heart valve
is directed.
structure capable of being used in combination with the
new and improved annular retaining means or sepa
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
rately
therefrom.
35
Thus, it is a purpose of this invention to provide a
According
to the preferred embodiment, this new
new and improved prosthetic structure for the cardio heart valve structure
comprises a plurality of circular
vascular system which improves upon and solves prob and ring shaped segments
which, in the closed condi
lems associated with structures known heretofore.
tion
interfit
with
each
other
in a single plane, and which
The present invention provides a new and improved in an expanded condition separate
from each other axi
40
means for retaining a heart valve of the construction in ally to an extent permitted by retaining
to permit
the passageway of a cardiovascular system. According fluid to low therethrough. This structurestruts
provides
sev
to the invention, the connecting means is an annular eral advantages, First, in the closed condition the valve
arrangement surrounding the heart valve and so con is rather compact since all elements lie in a single
nected to the heart valve that it is permitted to expand plane. Secondly, the structure is such that a good seal
and contract radially while at the same time it is capa 45 may
between the individual elements of the
ble of being positively secured to the walls of the pas valvebein formed
the
closed
Further, in the open con
sageway. A cloth is connected to the outer periphery of dition the elementscondition.
can
separate
from each other a rel
the annular arrangement and the cloth is sutured to the atively large distance, thus permitting
free flow of fluid
walls of the passageway.
therethrough.
Moreover,
the
valve
structure
provides a
50
Within this basic structure, the annular arrangement unique combination of ruggedness and flexibility.
This
can have many different forms. The heart valve will is so because the individual valve elements are plates
preferably have formed on the outer circumference
can be formed of a strong metal material con
thereof an outwardly extending circumferential flange which
taining
the retaining struts to interconnect them in the
to which the annular arrangement would be attached 55 open condition,
and the various ring elements can turn
for sliding movement both circumferentially therealong out of their normal
transverse planes, thus permitting
and radially relative thereto. In a preferred embodi a certain degree of flexibility.
a preferred arrange
ment, the annular arrangement will comprise a plural ment, these struts would be madeIn integral
with their re
ity of arcuate segments, each having a slot on its inner spective plates.
periphery to engage said flange. Of course a circumfer
it is an object of this invention to provide a new
ential space will be provided between adjacent seg 60 andThus,
improved
prosthetic device for the cardiovascular
ments permitting them to move radially relative to the system.
heart valve. The segments may be interconnected cir
another object of this invention to provide a new
cumferentially by means which permit relative circum andIt isimproved
heart valve retaining means which is ca
ferential sliding movement or the circumferential en 65 pable of undergoing
radial expansion and contraction.
gagement of the segments may simply be provided by
the cloth fabric referred to above which will extend in
another object of this invention to provide
a continuous circle all about the outer periphery of the a Itnewis still
and improved valve retaining means having a
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4.
ment 16. Each of elements 14, 15 and 16 have a bev

plurality of arcuate segments arranged annularly
around the valve for connecting the valve to the pas
sageway in the cardiovascular system, the annular ar
rangement being movable radially.
It is another object of this invention to provide a new
and improved heart valve having a plurality of circular

elled frusto-conical outwardly facing surface 17 and
each of elements 13, 14 and 15 have inwardly facing
frustro-conical surfaces 18. As is apparent in FIG. 2, in
the closed condition of the valve, facing surfaces 17
and
each other to seal the passageway in
or ring shaped elements which, in the closed position, which18theengage
valve is located. Each one of the elements
lie in a common plane, and which in the open position, 13, 14 and 15 includes a lower annular shoulder 19. In
separate axially from each other to an extent permitted turn,
each of the elements 14, 15 and 16 has fixed
by struts.
10 thereto a plurality of struts 20, 22, and 23, respectively,
It is still another object of this invention to provide which struts extend downwardly from the element with
a new and improved heart valve having a plurality of which
it is connected and then outwardly as shown at
circular or ring shaped elements movable between an 21 for the
righthand element 20 in FIGS. 2 and 3 to en
open position, and a closed position in combination gage
the
shoulder
19 of the element immediately be
with a radially adjustable annulus for connecting the 15 neath it. In this manner,
the struts limit the upward and
heart valve to the passageway of the cardiovascular sys hence the opening movement
of the valve.
tem.
In
practice,
the
valve
must
of
assume any ori
Other objects and the advantages of the invention entation and of course it does notcourse
depend
on gravity to
will become apparent from the detailed description to open and close. In practice, pressure on the
upstream
follow together with the accompanying drawings.
20 side of the valve (the lower part in FIGS. 2 and 3)
would open the valve, and then a pressure differential
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
in
opposite direction during another part of the car
There follows a detailed description of preferred em diacthecycle
would close the valve.
bodiments which are to be read together with the ac
In
FIG.
2,
the walls of the passageway in which the
companying drawings.
25 valve is located is designated by 25. In FIG. 2, the flow
FIG. 1 is a plan view of a heart valve constructed in
be in the upward direction. Referring now to
accordance with the present invention in combination would
FIGS.
1,
2 and 4, the valve is secured in the passageway
with an adjustable annular retaining means therefor.
25 by the adjustable annular retaining means in the fol
FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 2-2 lowing manner. A flange 30 projects outwardly from
of FIG. 1.
30
the outer ring 13 and extends continuously around the
FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional view similar to FIG. 2 but
valve
and includes an upwardly extending lip 31. In this
showing the valve elements in the valve-opened condi embodiment,
the annular retaining means comprises a
tion and excluding the adjustable annular retaining plurality of arcuate
segments 32, each of which in
Structure.
cludes
an
inner
cavity
33 for receiving the lip 31 of the
FIG. 4 is an enlarged, partial sectional view taken 35 flange 30 in such a manner
that the segment 32 can
long line 4-4 of FIG. 2.
move radially relative to the flange 30. The segment 32
FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional view similar to the right
includes an outer element 34, the purpose of which
hand side of FIG. 2 but showing a modification of the also
is to secure to the segment 32 a clock 35 of fabric or
invention.
the like. As shown in FIG. 1, this cloth 35 will extend
FIG. 6 is a plan view showing a portion of a modified 40 circumferentially
completely around the annular re
annular valve retaining means.
taining
means
13,
even
across the spaces between adja
FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 7-7 cent segments. The annular
retaining means 12 is then
of FIG. 6.
connected
to
wall
25
by
means
sutures secured to
FIG. 8 is a perspective view of an element of FIGS. 45 the fabric 35 in a manner known of
per se, and it also ex
6 and 7.
tends from wall 25 radially inwardly to completely
FIG. 9 is a plan view similar to FIG. 1 but omitting cover
the means 12. It is connected above to the out
the valve itself and showing a modified structure of the side of ring 13 and below to the radial inner side of bot
annular valve retaining means.
tom wall 39.
FIG.
10
is
a
perspective
view
of
an
element
of
FIG.
50 The segments 32 are probably adequately supported
9.
in all directions by their engagement with the flange 30
FIG. 1 1 is a plan view similar to FIG. 1 but omitting and
lip 31. However, to further guide these elements 32
the valve structure and showing a modification of the in their
relative movement, guiding means 36-38 may
annular valve retaining means.
be
provided.
guiding means includes an elongated
FIG. 12 is a cross-sectional view taken along line hollow slot 36This
attached
segment 32, each slot
12-12 of FIG 11.
55 36 having fixed thereto atorodeach
37 extending into the slot
36 of the adjacent segment and including at its end a
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED

head 38 engageable in said adjacent slot 36. See FIG.

EMBODIMENTS

Referring now to the drawings, like elements are rep

resented by like numerals throughout the several views.

FIGS. 1-4 show a heart valve assembly 10 having a
heart valve 11 in combination with an expandable an
nular retaining means 12.
Referring in particular to FIGS. 2 and 3, the hear
valve 11 comprises a cylindrical outer ring 13, interme
diate annular rings 14 and 15, and an inner circular ele

4.
60

65

Means must be provided for preventing fluid flow
through the expandable annular retaining means when
the valve is in the closed position, i.e., around the
flange 30 or between the segments 32. For this pur
pose, a suitable flexible waterproof material can be
connected to the two facing ends of adjacent segments
32 and also from the lower end of element 13 across to
the bottom wall 39 of the segment 32 as shown at 43
in FIG. 2. In lieu of element 43, the flange 30 can of

3,839,741
6
course engage the bottom wall 39 in a tight watertight would move radially inwardly, the cavities 33 moving
5

nae.

in on the flange 30 as the spaces A and B reduce in size.

-

FIG. 5 shows a modification of the invention wherein

Thus, contrary to the prior art wherein such shrinkage

the flange 30 is replaced by a spring loaded flange 40
which has a lower portion spring biassed downwardly
against bottom wall 39 at point 41. This provides a
scraping action of the bottom wall 39 and prevents

would cause a stress where the wall engaged the sup
port, in this case the wall can simply shrink, moving
with it the valve retaining means. The valve retaining
means would be so dimensioned that even after shrink

thrombus formation of the components until final clo

age had been completed, the spaces A and B would not
be
completely eliminated, i.e., the element 13 would
10 not touch the element 33. This would leave some lee
way for the means 12 to expand and contract as the
passageway
25 expanded and contracted during the
FIGS. 6-8 show another modification of the annular
normal
cardiac
cycle without tearing the valve from its
retaining means 12. In this case, only the outer ring 13 sutures anchoring
the fabric 35 to the walls of passage
of the valve 11 is shown and the flange 30 is replaced 15 way 25.
by a simple flange 45 which does not have a lip 31. In
in the preferred embodiment of the valve 11, the
this embodiment, each of the arcuate segments 46 in structural
13, 14, 15 and 6 would be made
clude a rod 47 integral therewith and projecting cir entirely ofelements
steel
containing
In a normal useage of
cumferentially therefrom and having at its outer end an the present invention, a totalstruts.
change
diameter of ap
enlarged head 48. On its opposite circumferential side, 20 proximately three to four millimetersin would
be suffi
the segment 46 includes an opening 49 large enough to cient for preventing the sutures from being torn.
receive rod 47, but not large enough to receive head
Although the invention has been described in consid
48. On its radial inner side, the segment 46 includes a erable
with respect to preferred embodiments
slot 50 adapted to receive the flange 45. In the same thereof,detail
it will be apparent that the invention is capable
manner as in the embodiment of FIGS. 1-5, a fabric 25 of numerous
modifications and variations apparent to
material such as Dacron or Teflon surrounds and is at
skilled in the art without departing from the spirit
tached to the outer periphery of the segments 46 for at those
taching the valve means to the wells of passageway 25. and scope of the invention.

sure is established. In addition, this can of course pro
vide the fluid tight seal preventing fluid to flow through
the annular retaining means 12 when the valve is in the
closed position.

I claim:

The embodiment of FIGS. 9-10 is similar to the em

30

bodiment of FIGS. 6-8 except that the shape of the in
dividual segments is somewhat changed. In this case,
the arcuate segments 55 are cylindrical and include at
one end a circular arcuate rod 56 which does not have
an enlarged head but which is adapted to fit through
the opening 57 on the adjacent arcuate segment. Slot
58 is provided on the radial inner facing surface to en
gage flange 45, and a fabric ring surrounds the outer

35

periphery of the segments 55.
In the embodiment of FIGS. 11 and 12, a single ele
ment 65 extends completely around the valve means
and overlaps itself loosely through a harness 67 which

1. In combination, a valve means and a valve retain

ing means for securing the valve means to the internal
walls of a passageway in a cardiovascular system as a
prosthetic replacement in the cardiovascular system,

said valve means being movable between open and

closed positions and including fixed external means at
the outer periphery thereof, said retainer means includ
ing an annular arrangement surrounding the valve

means and including at least one stiff element opera

tively engaging the external means of the valve means,
40

at least one of said external means and stiff element

having slot means therein slidably engaging the other

for radial movement relative thereto, the retainer
permits the element 65 to decrease and increase its means thus being expandable and contractable relative
overlap, thus expanding and contracting, radially, re 45 to the valve means transversely of the direction of fluid
spectively. A plurality of inwardly facing slots 66 en flow in the passageway as the passageway enlarges and
gage flange 45 and a fabric ring 68 completely sur contractS.
2. The invention according to claim 1, said retainer
rounds the element 65 for attaching the same to the
means comprising a single element surrounding the
walls of passage 25.
valve means and overlapping itself circumferentially.
In all of the embodiments, it will therefore be seen
that the expandable annular retaining means 12 is ca 50 3. The invention according to claim 2, said single ele-.
pable of limited radial expansion and contraction rela ment including at least one slot on the radial inner side
tive to the valve member itself. Thus, in operation the thereof and a radially outwardly extending circumfer
valve with an adjustable annular retaining means can ential flange on the outer wall of the valve means en
be inserted into a passage in the cardiovascular system gaging said at least one slot so as to permit sliding radial
during which time the passage will be enlarged. Then, 55 movement of the single element relative to the flange.
following surgery, as the passage shrinks, the annular
retaining means will also contract, moving inwardly as
4. The invention according to claim 1, wherein said
the individual segments move closer together. For ex valve means includes an outwardly extending circum
ample, in the embodiment of FIGS. 1 and 2, the means 60 ferential flange engaging within slot means in said re
12 is shown in its radial outer position. Note the space tainer means to operatively interconnect said valve
A between the lip 31 and the outer side of cavity 33 and means and said retainer means.
a similar space B between the inner wall of cavity 33
5. The invention according to claim 4, said retainer
and the element 13. Also not in FIG. 1 that the seg means comprising a plurality of individual segments ar
ments 32 are spaced apart from each other circumfer ranged in an annulus around said valve body, each seg
entially. The assembly 10 might be installed in the pas 65 ment having an inner cavity formed thereon with a ra
sageway 25 in this manner. Then, in the course of time, dially inwardly facing slot in said cavity engaging said
the passageway 25 would shrink and the means 12 flange of the valve means.

7
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6. The invention according to claim 5, wherein said
flange includes a spring means for urging said fiange
into engagement with the walls of the slots.
7. The invention according to claim 1, including a
ring of fabric material surrounding the annular arrange
ment and adapted to be connected to the said passage
way in the cardiovascular system.
8. The invention according to claim 1, said retaining
means including a plurality of arcuately extending seg
ments engaging the valve means for said radial sliding
movement relative thereto.
9. The invention according to claim 8, said segments
including a radial inner cavity having a radially in

8

lar.

13. The invention according to claim 11, the seg
ments, viewed in a radial plane, being essentially rect

O

angular.
14. A valve adapted to be used as a replacement for
a valve in a cardiovascular system comprising a valve
body including a plurality of concentric ring shaped el
ements having inner and outer bevelled outer surface
and a ring shaped outer ring element having a bevelled
inner surface, said circular inner element, said ring
shaped elements and said ring shaped outer element in

terfitting to lie in a common plane when the valve is

wardly opening slot slidingly engaging a circumferen
tial flange on the valve means and an outer part

5

adapted to secure thereto a fabric ring.

closed, struts on each of said ring shaped elements and
said inner circular element having bent outer ends to
engage the adjacent element to limit the separation of
said elements when the valve is opened, and a radially

10. The invention according to claim 8, said seg expandable contractable annular retainer means com
ments being slidingly connected to each other circum prising at least one stiff segment arranged in an annulus
ferentially such that they can move circumferentially around the valve body and having an inner cavity
relative to each other as well as radially relative to the 20 formed thereon with a radially inwardly facing slot in
valve means.
said cavity and a stiff flange means on said ring shaped
11. The invention according to claim 8, each segment outer element slidably engaging in said slot.
having an opening at one circumferential end thereof
15. A valve according to claim 14, wherein said flange
and a rod extending from the other circumferential end means includes spring means for urging said means into
thereof, the rods slidingly interfitting into openings in 25 engagement with the walls of the slots.
the respective adjacent segment.
16. A valve according to claim 14, including a plural
12. The invention according to claim 11, the seg ity of said segments arranged annularly about the valve.
ck
ck
ck
ck
ck
ments, viewed in a radial plane, being essentially circu
30
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